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Abstract 

A simple model of the behaviour of the krill fishery in FAO Statistical Subarea 48.1 
(South Shetland Islands and Antarctic Peninsula) is described. Parameters of the model 
are calculated from Chilean fishery data over the period 1989 to 1992. The distribution 
of catches predicted by the model, which is restricted to the four months December to 
March, compares favourably with the historical distribution of catches in the subarea. A 
number of management scenarios are considered which involve the closure of (i) a 
radial zone 50 km offshore from the South Shetland Islands, and (ii) zones 100 km 
around Livingston and Elephant Islands. The model predicts that the management 
option of closing the zones around Livingston and Elephant Islands in alternate years 
would result in an average yearly catch similar to that at present. However, in this 
scenario, the catch would be more concentrated in foraging areas of land-based 
predators during alternate years. 

Resume 

Description d'un modele simple du comportement de la pecherie de krill dans la 
sous-zone 48.1 de la FAO (iles Shetland du Sud et peninsule antarctique). Les 
parametres du modPle sont derives des donnees de la p@cherie chilienne des annees 
1989 a 1992. Ce modele, restreint aux quatre mois de decembre a mars, donne une 
distribution des captures proche de celle des captures anciennes dans cette sous-zone. 
Examen de plusieurs procedures de gestion impliquant la fermeture i) d'une zone d'un 
rayon de 50 km autour des iles Shetland du Sud et, ii) de zones de 100 km autour des 
iles Livingston et Elephant. D'aprPs ce modele, la fermeture proposee des zones 
adjacentes aux iles Livingston et Elephant tous les deux ans aurait pour resultat une 
capture annuelle moyenne similaire a celle realisee actuellement. Toutefois, dans ce cas, 
tous les deux ans, la capture serait davantage concentree dans les secteurs 
d'alimentation des predateurs terrestres. 

OIIMC~IB~~TCX npoCTaX MoAenb AMHaMMKH KpHJIeBoro np0MblCna B CT~TMCTHY~CKOM 
noflpafio~e @ A 0  48.1 ( K ) x H ~ I ~  ~ ~ T J I ~ H A c K H ~  0-Ba H A H T ~ ~ K T M Y ~ C K H ~  n-0s). 
n a p a ~ e ~ p b l  MonenM paccvmaHbI no AaHHbrM npomlcna Y ~ M  B nepuon c 1989 no 
1992 r r .  P a c n p e ~ e n e ~ ~ e  ynosos, npeAnonaraeMoe Monenbm, o r p a ~ w i e ~ ~ o f i  
YeTbIPbMR MeCRUaMM (ne~a6pb-~apT), 6JIaronpMRT~0 COOTHOCHTCR C MCTOPMqeCKMM 
pacnpeAeneHueM ynosoB B  TOM n o ~ p a B o ~ e .  P a c c ~ a ~ p ~ s a m ~ c r r  HecKonbKo cxeM 
YIIpaBneHHR, B KOToPbIe BXOAMT 3aKpbITHe (i) pa~k ianb~of i  3 0 H b I  B 50 K M  OT 

no6epexb~ K)XH~IX ~ ~ T J I ~ H ~ c K H x  0-BOB, M (ii) 3 0 H  B PaAMyCe 100 KM OT OCTPOBOB 
~ A B M H ~ C T O H  M 3 n e a a ~ ~ .  3 ~ a  Monenb npeRnonaraeT, YTO BapHaHT ynpameaaa, npH 
KoTopoM ~ Y A Y T  3aKPbITbl 3 0 H b I  BOKPYr OCTPOBOB ~ ~ H B M H ~ C T O H  H 3JIeaaHT B 

YepeAyWqHeCR TOAbI, IIpMBeAeT K CpeAHeMy roAoBOMy BbInOBy, K O T O P ~ I ~ ~  6 y ~ e T  
aHanormeH cospeMeHHoMy. T ~ M  He MeHee, B  TOM cnyqae B TerIeHMe YepeAymwHxcrr 
neT BbInOB 6 y ~ e ~  CKoHJ.JeHTPMPoBaH B pafi0Hax KOpMneHHR 6a3~pym1q~xcx Ha Cylrre 
XHWHMKOB. 
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Resumen 

Se presenta un modelo simple del comportamiento de la pesqueria de kril en la SubArea 
estadistica 48.1 de la FAO (islas Shetlands del Sur y peninsula Antartica). Los 
parametros del modelo se calcularon a partir de 10s datos de la pesqueria chilena de 
1989 a 1992. La distribucion de las capturas pronosticada por el modelo, el cual se 
restringid a1 period0 de diciembre a marzo, no es inferior a la distribucidn histdrica de 
las capturas en esta subarea. Se consideraron varias opciones de gestidn que 
comprenden el cierre de: (i) una zona radial de 50 km fuera de las islas Shetland del Sur, 
y (ii) de zonas de 100 km alrededor de las islas Livingston y Elefante. Esta ultima 
opcion, llevada a cabo cada dos afios, resultaria en una captura promedio anual 
semejante a la actual. Sin embargo, en esta hipdtesis ia captura se concentraria mas en 
las zonas de alimentacidn de 10s depredadores terrestres en afios alternos. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Fishing for krill in  the Antarctic has 
predominantly taken place in the South Atlantic 
(FAO Statistical Area 48), around South Georgia 
(Subarea 48.31, the South Orkney Islands 
(Subarea 48.2) and the South Shetland Islands 
(Subarea 48.1). Although only about 20% of the 
South Atlantic catch has been taken in 
Subarea 48.1, the catch in this area has been very 
consistent both in quantity and position; about 
80 000 tonnes is taken annually. These catches are 
concentrated around the shelf break just offshore 
from the South Shetland Islands (Everson and 
Goss, 1991), particularly Elephant and Livingston 
Islands. 

There has been some concern that the krill 
fishery may compete for the krill resource with 
land-breeding predators (e.g., penguins and 
seals). This concern has arisen because 74 to 90% 
of the annual catch of krill in Subarea 48.1 is taken 
between December and March and within 100 km 
of land-based predator colonies. The foraging 
ranges of land-breeding predators are restricted to 
a maximum of 100 km from their colonies 
between December and March, so there is 
considerable spatial and temporal overlap in krill 
usage by fishermen and predators (SC-CAMLR, 
1992). Recently, this concern has been somewhat 
allayed by a study which has shown that the 
densest colonies of chinstrap penguins, Pygoscelis 
antarctica, (the most numerous penguin species) 
are not particularly close to the areas of highest 
fishing intensity (Ichii et al., 19941, and another 
study showing that krill catches within 100 km of 
the colonies are currently at least three-times 
lower than estimates of predator consumption in 
the same area (Agnew, 1992). 

Nevertheless, concern remains about the 
potential for competition between land-breeding 
predators and the fishery because of the 
possibility of future increases in fishing effort. 
Should this happen, it is perhaps unlikely that the 
fishery would expand its operations much 
beyond the present concentration on the shelf 
break areas immediately offshore of the South 
Shetland Islands. If this were the case CCAMLR 
might decide that it would be prudent to impose 
some precautionary measures to restrict the 
activities of the fishery in Subarea 48.1 in the 
critical period of December to March. 

Butterworth (1988) and Mange1 (1988) have 
presented two different and very detailed models 
of the behaviour of the Japanese and Soviet fleets, 
respectively. These studies were primarily 
directed towards modelling the interaction 
between krill fishing vessels and krill swarms, 
with one of the objectives being to investigate 
indices of CPUE which would correlate with krill 
abundance. This paper describes a more general, 
empirical model of the fishery that is used to 
investigate the effects of different management 
options on the distribution of catches in  
Subarea 48.1. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION 

A model was constructed to predict the catch 
of a single vessel given the duration for which 
fishing is undertaken, the 'desirability' of fishing 
in a certain area (fishing vessel preference), the 
catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE, here given in 
tonnes-per-hour) taken in a certain area and the 
management regimes in operation for the area. The 
model was constructed using spatial blocks 
corresponding to CCAMLR fine-scale squares 
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(l0 longitude by 0.5" latitude) and temporal blocks 
of 10-day periods (months were assumed to be 
30 days long). 

Data from the Chilean fishery in Subarea 48.1 
were used to parameterise the model (Table 1). 
These data only cover a part of Subarea 48.1, 
shown in Figure 1, and the model was therefore 
restricted to this area. 

The model was applied to data from the 
months December through March. This period is 
the critical breeding period for land-based 
predators and is therefore of primary interest for 
constructing hypothetical management regimes. 
The Chilean data were sufficient to derive model 
parameters for January and February. Since the 
general patterns of fishing in December and 
March are similar to that in January and February 

Table 1: Effort and CPUE indices calculated from Chilean haul-by-haul data 1989 to 1992. 
Catch-per-hour is log-normally distributed. Latitude and longitude of the centre of each 
fine-scale square is given. 

Subarea 
48.1 

A = Elephant Island 
B = L~vmgston Island 

Figure 1: Subarea 48.1, showing the study grid, 50 km and 100 km zones drawn 
around the South Shetland Islands. 
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(Agnew, 19921, extrapolation to include the whole 
of the period December to March was considered 
appropriate. 

The total catch of a single vessel over the 
period December to March was calculated by 

where t , ,  = time available (hours) to be spent in 
the fine-scale square with mid-longitude X and 
mid-latitude y, p, ,  = preference index and 
e x ,  = catch-per-unit-effort (tonnes-per-hour). 

t is a product of the number of 10-day periods 
for which fishing is possible (for four months this 
was 12 periods), and the number of hours that a 
vessel normally fishes in a 10-day period. Chilean 
data over 1989 to 1992 showed that the average 
time spent fishing, as opposed to time spent 
searching, steaming or lost to bad weather, was 
89.6 hours per vessel per 10-day period (number 
of 10-day-periods = 22, SD 30.4). 

The total time spent by the Chilean fleet in 
each fine-scale square from 1989 to 1992 (Table 1) 
was used to calculate the normalised preference 
index. 

CPUE is log-normally distributed and 
accordingly er,, was sampled from a log-normal 
distribution with mean ln(cpue),, taken from 
Table 1. However, since sample sizes in Table 1 
varied considerably, an approximate mean CV of 
0.4 was used for all squares for these calculations. 

A number of closure scenarios were modelled. 
Prior studies have shown that the potential for 
competition between predators and the fishery is 
greatest within 50 km of the South Shetland 
Islands (Agnew, 1992; Ichii et al., 1994). Closing 
this area was the first management scenario 
(Figure 1). Prohibition of fishing within 100 km of 
the islands would eliminate almost all of the 
potential for competition between predators and 
the fishery, but would also exclude the fishery 
from its most productive grounds. A compromise 
scenario was modelled which would enforce a 
100 km closure around Livingston and Elephant 
Islands, the two major fishing areas, in alternate 
years. 

Closures were modelled by manipulating the 
amount of time available to be spent in a 
fine-scale square. For instance, where fishing took 

place over four months and a square (x,y) was 
closed for that time, t , ,  was set to zero. When a 
square was half closed, t x ,  was set to two months. 
When squares were closed to fishing, the time that 
would have been spent in them was re-assigned 
to other areas, so that the total time spent fishing 
in the study area was the same as when all 
squares were freely fished. 

The model was run 10 000 times for each 
management scenario, and median, 95% and 5% 
confidence limits for total catch (C) were 
calculated. 

The catch model contained the following 
assumptions: 

Krill stock size was effectively unlimited 
compared to the size of the catch and thus 
there was no limit to catch in any fine-scale 
square. As mentioned previously, Agnew 
(1992) demonstrated that current catches are 
small in comparison to predator demands. 
Additionally, a basic accounting exercise 
performed for Subarea 48.1 (SC-CAMLR, 1992 
- Annex 4, Appendix F) has shown that 
estimates of total effective biomass for the 
summer months (about 2 000 000 tonnes) are 
much larger than current maximum catches 
(about 100 000 tonnes). 

Persistent, heavy fishing in localised areas did 
not lead to significant decreases in CPUE. 
Neither Endo and Ichii (1989) nor Marin et al. 
(1991) have demonstrated changes in CPUE 
over a short period or a whole season, 
although very localised declines have been 
cited by Butterworth (1988) and Endo and Ichii 
(1989) as reasons for vessels moving to 
different fishing grounds. 

. The amount of time spent fishing was small 
compared to that spent searching, and the 
steaming distance possible when a vessel was 
not fishing was much greater than the size of 
the study area. This assumption was 
necessary to freely distribute effort in 
accordance with a preference index. The 
Chilean data yielded a mean time spent fishing 
of 89.6 hours in a 10-day period, which was 
37.5% of the available time. For comparison, 
the overall time budget derived for the 
Japanese fishery in Division 58.4.1 by 
Butterworth (1988) was 32%, with a complex of 
time spent searching, bad weather delays and 
transit time taking the remaining 68%. The 
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time not spent fishing was therefore much 
greater than that required to transit the South 
Shetlands (300 n miles) at normal cruising 
speeds. 

RESULTS 

Table 2 presents the results from the model for 

a single vessel fishing for four months. Under 
unrestricted fishing (the base case), the 
distribution of catches predicted by the model 
compares well with the mean distribution of all 
catches in the study area over the years 1988 to 
1992 as estimated from data given in the CCAMLR 
S ta t i s t i ca l  B u l l e t i n  (CCAMLR, 1993) (Tables 3 
and 4). 

For the base case, the median total catch 
predicted by the model over December through 
March was 12 670 tonnes. Imposing a closed area 
of 50 km radius around the South Shetland 
Islands (Figure 1) for the four months resulted in 
a 26% decrease in predicted catch relative to the 
base case (Tables 2 and 4). A 100 km radius 
closed area around Elephant Island resulted in a 
decrease of 21%, and led to a concentration of 
fishing effort around Livingston Island (Tables 2 
and 5). A similar closed area around Livingston 
Island resulted in a concentration of fishing effort 
around Elephant Island, which, because of the 
high CPUE and preference index in the fine-scale 
square to the north of the island (at 61.75"S, 
55.5"W), produced a 22% increase in catch 
(Tables 2 and 6). Simultaneously closing both 
Livingston and Elephant Island zones led to a 
77% decrease in catch. 

Table 2: Predicted catch (tonnes) from one vessel operating for four months in Subarea 48.1. Confidence limits 
are given for total catch only, although similar confidence limits apply to the totals within 100 km of 
Elephant Island and Livingston Island. 

Table 3: Distribution of catches predicted by the model with unrestricted fishing for four months. Positions 
of the centre of each fine-scale square are given. 

Base case; fishing December-March 
50 km closed zone 
100 km around Elephant Island closed 
100 km around Livingston Island closed 
Both 100 km areas closed 

Table 4: Mean distribution of catches from January to March over the years 1988 to 1992 estimated from the 
CCAMLR Statistical Bulletin (CCAMLR, 1993), scaled to a total catch of 12 880 tonnes. 

Total Catch in Subarea 48.1 

Total Within 
l00 km of 
Ele hant 

Isrand 

4 080 
4 790 

0 

14 220 

0 

Median 

12 880 
9 610 

10 620 
14 710 

2 890 

Total Within 
100 km of 

Livingston 
Island 

7 230 
3 080 

10 120 

0 

0 

Lower 95% 
Confidence 

Limit 

7 090 
5 700 
5 400 

6 170 

1 370 

Upper 95% 
Confidence 

Limit 

28 490 
17 760 

25 590 
54 330 

7 160 
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Table 5: Distribution of catches predicted by the model with the imposition of a l00 km closed area around 
Elephant Island. 

Table 6: Distribution of catches predicted by the model with the imposition of a 100 km closed area around 
Livingston Island. 

The catch taken within 100 km of Elephant and 
Livingston Islands, and therefore within the 
foraging ranges of land-based predators on these 
islands, is also shown in Table 2. The effect of the 
high CPUE at Elephant Island can also be seen in 
Table 2: the imposition of a 50 km closed area did 
not decrease the catch of krill within 100 km of 
Elephant Island, although it did around 
Livingston Island. 

The high variance seen in Table 1 and reflected 
in the results in Table 2 is a direct result of the 
patchy nature of the krill fishery. As would be 
expected from the log-normally distributed CPUE 
data, the results are also highly skewed. 

DISCUSSION 

Although Chilean catches only represent about 
10% of the total catch in the subarea, these data 
form the most complete haul-by-haul series for 
the area and show similar characteristics to the 
data from other fleets. The CPUE data given in 
Table 1 agree well with the ranges for both the 
Japanese and Chilean fleets previously described 
by Ichii (1987), Endo and Ichii (1989) and Marin et 
al. (1991). 

Total catches predicted by the model are 
similar to catches reported from the two major 
fisheries in the area. Catches by a single Chilean 
vessel for February, the only month in which the 
Chilean fishery has consistently operated for the 
whole month, have usually been about 

2 800 tonnes. This is equivalent to a catch over a 
four-month period of 11 000 tonnes, slightly lower 
than the 12 880 tonnes predicted by the model. A 
similar catch rate can be calculated for the 
Japanese fishery in 1991 /92, when the bulk of the 
catch of 66 000 tonnes was taken in four months 
by six vessels (SC-CAMLR, 1992). 

The simulation also appears to model the 
annual expected pattern of catches in Subarea 48.1 
fairly well, and in general produces results that 
would be expected intuitively. One rather 
surprising result is that the exclusion of fishing 
from around Livingston Island actually increases 
catches by forcing fishing to take place in high 
CPUE areas to the north of Elephant Island. The 
fact that the fishery does not fish exclusively in 
these high CPUE areas, although it obviously 
displays a very high preference for them, raises 
some questions about the assumptions in the 
model. 

Firstly, the model does not make use of data 
disaggregated by month, and therefore does not 
take into account possible seasonal variation in 
catch rate. It has been pointed out by Ichii et al. 
(1994) that the main location of catches moves 
closer to the islands as the season progresses, 
possibly reflecting an  autumn shoreward 
migration of krill which has been reported by 
other authors (Siegel, 1986; Brinton, 1991). This 
might have a significant effect on the total catch 
under, for instance, scenario one (50 km closure), 
by restricting access to a much larger section of 
the krill stock than is currently assumed. 
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Secondly, fishing vessels are known to search 
for krill swarms that satisfy a number of criteria 
such as optimum CPUE (for optimum processing 
ability), desired quality (influenced by krill size, 
maturity and feeding condition), and lack of 
contamination by other pelagic fauna such as 
salps (Ichii, 1987). Decisions to movq between 
fishing grounds may be influenced by changes in 
any of these factors or by other, external 
considerations, such as operational constraints or 
changes in desired krill quality. The current 
model has assumed that all of these various 
decision factors are integrated into the historical 
preference data. However, the historical data 
may be inadequate to explain some aspects of 
vessel behaviour. 

Complex preference considerations are 
obviously very important and knowledge of them 
would contribute significantly to future model 
development. Whilst more data could enable the 
model to be expanded to include complex 
preference functions (based on individual vessel 
movements for instance), our present knowledge 
of krill behaviour would have to improve 
considerably before the distribution patterns of 
concentrations and swarms could be included in 
the model. 

The primary objective of management 
measures such as those discussed here would be 
to reduce the potential for competition between 
predators and the fishery while minimising 
changes to the productivity of the fishery itself. It 
is noteworthy that the imposition of a 50 km 
exclusion zone would appear to decrease the 
catch and potential overlap between the fishery 
and predators only around Livingston Island. 
Also, 100 km closures around each island in 
alternate years would, on average, decrease 
neither the longterm catch nor the longterm 
overlap wit11 predators.  Thus, none of the 
management scenarios considered appear to 
adequately satisfy their management objectives. 
Use of models such as this should be encouraged 
to help identify alternative management 
strategies that better satisfy their management 
objectives. 
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Legendes des tableaux 

Tableau 1: Indices d'effort de p@che et de CPUE d6rivi.s des donnkes par trait du Chili de 1989 A 1992. La 
capture par heure est d'une repartition logarithmique normale. La latitude et la longitude du centre 
de chaque case a kchelle precise sont indiqu6es. 

Tableau 2: Capture prevue (en tonnes) d'un navire p6chant pendant quatre mois dans la sous-zone 48.1. Les 
intervalles de confiance donnes se ref6rent uniquement B la capture totale, mais des intervalles de 
confiance similaires se rapportent a la capture totale dans un rayon de 100 km autour des iles 
Livingston et Elephant. 

Tableau 3: Distribution des captures prevue par le modPle pour une p6che sans restriction de quatre mois. La 
position du centre de chaque case echelle precise est indiquee. 

Tableau 4: Estimation de la distribution moyenne des captures de janvier a mars pour les annees 1988 a 1992 
derivee du Bulletin stafisfique de la CCAMLR (CCAMLR, 1993) et etalonnee 2 une capture totale de 
12 880 tonnes. 

Tableau 5: Distribution des captures prevue par le mod6le en cas d'imposition de la fermeture d'un secteur de 
100 km autour de l'ile Elephant. 

Tableau 6: Distribution des captures pr6vue par le mod6le en cas d'imposition de la fermeture d'un secteur de 
100 km autour de l'ile Livingston. 

Legendes des figures 

Figure 1 : Sous-zone 48.1, indiquant la grille 6tudiC-e et des zones de 50 et de 100 km trades autour des iles 
Shetland du Sud. 

TaGnuqa 1: noKa3aTenki Y C M n A R  A CPUE, PaCCqkiTaHHbIe IIO YUJIMWCKAM AaHHbIM 39 KaXAOe OTAenbHOe 

TpaneHAe c 1989 no 1992 rr. Ynos 3a qac pacnpeAeneH n o r a p ~ @ ~ c r u e c ~ a  HopManbHo. f l a t o ~ c ~  
LLIMpOTa Pi nOJIrOTa qeHTpanbH0fi TOqKA KaXAOrO M ~ J I K o M ~ c I I I T ~ ~ H o ~ o  KBaApaTa. 

Ta6n~qa  2: np0r0~03kIpyeMb1fi YnOB (B T O H H ~ X )  OAHOrO CyAHa, pa60Tatouler0 B TeYeHMe YeTbIpeX MeCRqeB B 
no~pa%oHe 48.1. f l ~ ~ e p k i ~ e n b ~ b l e  OrpaHI?YeHM!3 naIoTCR TOnbKO .L(J'ISI o6rqero BbIJIOBa, XOTR 
aHanOrMYHb1e n0BepMTenbHbIe OrPaHMqeHMR nPLIMeHAMb1 II K O ~ ~ M M  3HBYeHLIXM B PaAMyCe 
100 KM OT 0-BOB ~ ~ ~ B M H T C T O H  A 3JIe@aHT. 

TaGnuqa 4: Cpen~ee pacnpeneneHkie ynosoB c RHsapsr  no MapT B nepnon c 1988 no 1992 rr., paccvMTaHHoe no 
Cmamucmurec~ony Elonnetne~ro AHTKOMn (AHTKOM, 1993), CBeAeHHOe K 0 6 ~ e M y  BbInOBy 

12 880 TOHH. 

TaGnw~a 5:  Pacnpenene~~e ynosoe, c n p o r ~ o 3 k i p o ~ a ~ ~ o e  Monenbto npu HanomeHm 3 a ~ p b 1 ~ o r o  pafio~a B 

pagHyce 100 KM OT 0 - ~ a  3 n e + a ~ ~ .  

TaGnuqa 6: P a c n p e ~ e n e ~ ~ l e  ynosoe, c n p o r ~ o s ~ p o e a ~ ~ o e  MoAenbm npA HanomeHkin 3 a ~ p b 1 ~ 0 r 0  paBo~a  B 
pankiyce 100 KM OT 0 - ~ a  JIABAH~CTOH. 
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Lista de las tablas 

Tabla 1: Indices de esfuerzo y CPUE calculados de 10s datos chilenos de lances individuales de 1989 a 1992. 
La captura por hora tiene una distribucion lognormal. Se da la longitud y latitud de 10s centros de 
cada cuadricula de escala fina. 

Tabla 2: Ca turas pronosticadas (toneladas) para una embarcacion que faena por cuatro meses en la 
~u%drea 48.1. 5e presentan 10s limites de confianza para las ca turas totales solamente, aun ue 
limites de confianza similares aplican a 10s totales obtenidos Antra de 10s 100 km de las i3as 
Livingston y Elefante. 

Tabla 3: Distribucion de las capturas ronosticada por el modelo para la pesca sin restricciones realizada en 
un periodo de cuatro meses. ge dan las posiciones del centro de cada cuadricula de escala fina. 

Tabla 4: Distribucion media de las ca turas de enero a marzo para los aiios 1988 a 1992, calculada utilizando 
el Boletin esindi'stiro dr lo P c R ~ M A  (CCAMLR, 1993). en proportion a una captura total de 
12 880 toneladas. 

Tabla 5: Distribucion de las capturas pronosticadas por el modelo con una zona cerrada de 100 km alrededor 
de la isla Elefante. 

Tabla 6: Distribucion de las capturas pronosticadas por el modelo con una zona cerrada de 100 km alrededor 
de la isla Livingston. 

Lista de las figuras 

Figura 1: Subarea 48.1, con la posicion de la cuadricula de estudio y las zonas de 50 y 100 km alrededor de las 
islas Shetland del Sur. 




